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Abstract 
Feature selection of text is one of the basic matters for intelligent classification of text. Textual 
feature generating algorithm adopts weighted textual vector space model generally at present. This model 
uses BP network evaluation function to calculate weight value of single feature and textual feature 
redundancy generated in this algorithm is high generally. For this problem, a textual feature generating 
algorithm based on clustering weighting is adopted. This new method conducts initial weighted treatment 
for feature candidate set first of all and then conducts further weighted treatment of features through 
semantic and information entropy and it removes redundancy features with features clustering at last. 
Experiment shows that the average classification accuracy rate of this algorithm is about 5% higher than 
that of traditional BP network algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
With the continuous development of informatization, the electronic text as an important 
carrier of information has already become an inevitable trend of Internet development. How to 
classify and recognize enormous and unordered information has become an important research 
orientation. The text classification refers to automatic classification of text written in natural 
language based on the predefined subject style. Currently, the text classification generally 
improves the classification algorithm to improve the classification efficiency and ignores the 
significance of the feature words selection. There are various textual feature generating 
methods commonly used, of which typical methods are document frequency (DF), information 
gain (IG), mutual information (MI),  statistical magnitude (CHI), expected cross entropy, 
weight evidence of text, odds ratio and the like [1, 2]. The basic idea of those methods is to 
calculate certain statistical measurements for each feature and then set a threshold value  and 
filter out the feature with measurement less than the threshold value , and the rest is the text 
feature. In terms of said analysis, a new classification recognition algorithm based on strong 
association rule optimization of neural network is presented in the Thesis to effectively solve the 
problem of redundancy of text feature generating. 
 
 
2. Textual Feature Generating Algorithm Based on BP Network 
 
2.1. Initial Weights Processing 
Carry out weighting processing of progressive increase for the initial feature set based 
on the basic idea of information abstract generating algorithm of BP network to obtain the 
weights of each feature word and then remove feature words with high relevance through the 
clustering mining algorithm and finally generate text feature through the information gain 
processing. 
Definition 1: for Text , define a feature vector , , , , … , ,   
as the vector space model of it [3-6]. 
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Where, , , … ,   refer to  features of  and , , … ,  refer to the 
weights of the  feature corresponding to , and generally it is defined as the function of 
frequency  of  appearing in , that is . 
The initial weight processing refers to the initialization of the weights of all feature words 
in the text. The Thesis adopts the feature weight algorithm -BP network algorithm commonly 
used in vector space model. 
BP network algorithm takes the frequency of appearance of the feature word in the 
Document  and the document number including this feature words as the weight of the feature 
word, namely 
 
     (1) 
 
Where,  refers to the weight of feature word ,  the frequency of 
appearance of feature word  in Document ,  the total document number and  the 
document number including . 
The weight of feature word generated with the BP network algorithm shows when 
certain feature word more frequently appear in one document and appears in other documents 
least, is shows that this feature word is of stronger capacity to distinguish the document and its 
weight is also larger. 
It is only half right that BP network algorithm only simply regards feature words with 
small text frequency more important and feature words with large text frequency unimportant. 
 
2.2. Semantic Weighting Processing 
There are numerous semantic relations among words in natural language [7]; for 
instance, the same word appears in the document headline or text is of different semantic 
features, and therefore, it is very significant for how to analyze and process the word meaning 
and carry out weighting processing for the initial weights to reflect the semantic information. 
The Thesis mainly adopts the position analysis to carry out weighting processing for 
feature words. 
The position of feature word is a key index showing the significance of it and the feature 
word appearing in the headline is different from that appearing in the text. Therefore, the initial 
weight   is adjusted as follows: 
 
      (2) 
 
        (3) 
 
Where,  refers to the sum of weights of feature word  in different positions of the 
Document ;  refers to different position of feature word appearing in the document;  
refers to the weight coefficient in corresponding position and important position is given larger 
coefficient and less important one given smaller one; ,  refers to the frequency of 
appearance of feature word  in Position . 
 
2.3. Information Entropy Weighting Processing 
Entropy (Entropy) refers to the uncertainty measurement on the attribute corresponding 
to the event [8]. The larger one attributive entropy is and the higher its chaotic level is, the larger 
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contained uncertain information is, and entropy is the combination of mathematical method and 
language philology. 
Definition 2: assume  as a random variable obtained from an infinite number of values 
and the probability of each value obtained is 
， ；  
Then, the entropy of  is 
 
        (4) 
 
Definition 3: when the appearance probabilities of all variables in  are equal, that is, 
⋯ , the maximum entropy, 
 
       (5) 
 
The entropy of  reaches the maximum value, denoted as maximum entropy . 
Definition 4: for the feature word , in case of , it shows that 
 is more chaotic than  with higher uncertainty; in indicating an event,  is better than . 
Definition 5: the uncertainty of feature word  is 
 
       (6) 
 
In term of said definitions, the feature weight undergoes further weighting processing as 
follows through the information entropy: 
 
      (7) 
 
2.4. Feature Clustering Processing 
Definition 6: the input of clustering analysis can be represented by a set of ordered pair 
, , where  refers to a set of samples and  the standard for measurement of sample 
similarity [9]. 
Clustering system output refers to the data separation result, namely , , … , , 
where  1,2, … , is the subset of  and complies with the following conditions: 
(1) ；  
(1) . 
(2) ， 。  
(2)  and . 
The members of , , … ,  in  are called clusters and each cluster can be described 
with some features. 
Definition 7: in feature clustering, each feature word  is one sample of clustering. 
Weight of feature word  in each Document  in training set is one-dimensional vector, namely 
feature vector , , … , , where 1 ,  is quantity of feature word 
and  is quantity of document. 
Definition 8: similarity measurement between feature  and  is: 
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     (8) 
 
When these two feature words become more similar, value of , ∈ 0,1  will 
become bigger 
According to above definitions, feature clustering processing is adopted as follows: 
(1) One feature word in candidate set of feature words shall be selected randomly as 
the center of the first cluster. 
(2) Next feature word shall be selected and similarity between the feature word and the 
existing cluster center shall be calculated. 
(3) If similarity between the feature word and centers of all clusters is less than the 
specified threshold value, a new cluster with this feature as center shall be established; 
otherwise, the feature word shall be added into the cluster having maximum similarity. 
(4) Step 2 and step 3 shall be repeated until all feature words are processed. 
(5) Center of cluster shall be reserved and other feature words in the cluster shall be 
removed. 
Redundancy of feature word will decrease sharply after feature clustering processing. 
 
2.5. Algorithm Design Process 
Candidate set for feature word of Document  shall be  and generating algorithm of 
textual features is as follows: 
For each ∈ , where 1,2, … , . 
Step 1: Equation (1) shall be used to generate initial weight  of feature word ; 
Step 2: Text shall be scanned and position information  of feature word  shall be 
recorded and initial weight  shall undergo weighted processing according to equation (3) 
and then weight  after semantic weighting processing will be gained; 
Step 3: Weight  of feature word  shall undergo further weighted processing 
according to equation (6) and then weight based on entropy  will be gained; 
Step 4: Feature clustering processing shall be used to remove redundancy of feature 
word and feature word set  with minimum redundancy will be generated; 
Step 5: Feature words in feature word set  shall be sorted according to the value of 
"  . Several large feature words shall be selected to generate final text feature ". 
 
 
3. Analysis of Experiment and Results 
 
3.1. Experiment Method 
The Thesis uses text classification method to compare and evaluate textual features 
extracted based on BP network weights evaluation algorithm and textual features generated 
based on textual features generating algorithm of BP network respectively. It adopts KNN text 
classification algorithm. Basic thought of the algorithm is: distance between each training text 
and text to be classified shall be calculated and k training texts which are closest to the text to 
be classified shall be taken; text to be classified belongs to the type which prevails in training 
text of k texts. Distance between texts can be measured through cosine between text vectors. 
 
3.2. Evaluation Criteria 
There are many standards to evaluate classification effect and common-used 
evaluation criteria are accuracy rate (Precious), recall rate (Recall) and aggregative indicator of 
both parties F-measure [10]. 
(1) Accuracy rate is the proportion of text matching manual classification results in all 
texts: 
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          (9) 
 
Where,  indicates quantity of text classified into certain type correctly;  
indicates quantity of text classified into certain type falsely. 
(2) Recall rate is the proportion of text matching system classification in texts of manual 
classification results: 
 
          (10) 
 
Where  indicates quantity of text which is excluded of certain type falsely. 
(3) F-measure is an evaluation indicator after overall consideration of accuracy rate and 
recall rate [11, 12] and its mathematical formula is as follows: 
 
          (11) 
 
Where,  is correct rate,  is recall rate and  is the parameter to adjust proportion of 
correct rate and recall rate in evaluation function.  is 1 generally and it is  function. 
 
          (12) 
 
3.3. Experiment Results 
IEEE conference papers in electronic library system of the school are used in test of the 
Thesis and these papers are divided into 7 types: database management, information retrieval, 
knowledge discovery, information security, data communication, distributed computation and 
multimedia computation. There are 1400 papers in total and 1000 papers are training 
documents and 400 papers are test documents. Coefficient value of  in the experiment is 
shown in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Coefficient value of  
a  
Title and abstract part 0.8 
Opening paragraph and conclusion paragraph 0.6 
First sentence of each paragraph 0.4 
Other parts 0.2 
 
 
We use BP network algorithm and BP network algorithm to extract features of test 
document set respectively in the experiment. We use KNN classification algorithm to classify 
them and evaluate classification results. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are comparison of accuracy rate 
and recall rate and Figure 3 is comparison of comprehensive evaluation F1. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of accuracy rate 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of recall rate 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of F1 value 
 
 
Note: 1: database management; 2: information retrieval; 3: knowledge discovery; 4: 
information security; 5: data communication; 6: distributed computation; 7: multimedia 
computation 
Comparative analysis of experiment results shows that, accuracy rate, recall rate and 
F1 value based on BP network algorithm are higher than that of BP network algorithm. Figure 3 
shows that, F1 value with BP network algorithm as feature selection is about 5% higher than F1 
value with BP network algorithm as feature selection. 
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4. Conclusion 
In terms of automatic extraction of Chinese document features, the Thesis puts forward 
a textual features generating algorithm based on clustering weighting. Such algorithm integrates 
word frequency, document frequency, semantic relation and entropy. It includes weighting 
processing of feature word and makes up deficiencies of BP network algorithm. It conducts 
clustering processing on textual features through weight of weighting processing, which filters 
redundancy features effectively and promote generating quality of textual features. Algorithm 
only considers position information during semantic weighting and semantic weighting is not 
comprehensive. More comprehensive analysis and processing of semantic parts will promote 
extracting effect of feature word and accuracy rate of textual classification further. 
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